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Abstract 

 

Wireless sensor Networks (WSN) is a collection of sensor nodes that performs transactions of data between themselves lacking 

the reliance on a wired backbone network. Sensor nodes are normally discriminated by their manipulated processing, domination 

and recollection resources. Localization is important when there is an uncertainty of the exact location of some fixed or mobile 

devices. An effective localization algorithm can then use all the available information from the wireless sensor nodes to infer the 

position of the individual devices .The localization methods could be divided into range methods, that would compute an 

estimation of the distances between two motes, or range-free methods, that would not. This paper proposed the localization and 

tracking the targets with efficient utilization of energy by using APIT method.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Localization is determining the position of a device node , relative or absolute with an appropriate accuracy. In a WSN, 

localization is a vital task [1]; however, localization isn't the goal of the network. In fact, localization could be a basic service 

since it's relevant to several applications like target tracking, environmental observation, node finding and intrusion detection 

etc., Localization depend upon knowing the situation of nodes. Localization is additionally relevant to the network main 

functions: communication, geographical routing, creation of cluster, networks and coverage, etc. Even collaboration usually 

depends on localization of nodes.  

Collaboration is crucial to self-localization, in order that localization will be accomplished by the nodes themselves, with none 

human intervention. However, as of resource limitations of wireless device nodes, they need to collaborate so as to accomplish 

many different tasks, such as: signal process, communication, time synchronization, sensors position, energy savings, 

standardization and heuristics [2], etc. Sensor nodes are used to monitor physical and environmental condition of WSN. These 

information are passed among various sensors in the network to reach to the sink node, which will further send these information 

to user through internet shown in Fig. 1. 

Localization Challenges: There are various challenges which are occurred in WSN Localization are: 

 Node Deployment A.

If the resultant allocation of nodes is not uniform, optimal clustering becomes vital to permit connectivity and enable energy-

efficient web procedure. 

 
Fig. 1: Localization in Wireless Sensor Network 
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 Energy Consumption without Losing Accuracy B.

Sensor node lifetime displays a forceful dependence on battery lifetime. The malfunctioning of a little sensor nodes due to 

manipulation wreck can cause momentous topological adjustments, and could need rerouting of packets and reorganization of 

the web. 

 Data Reporting Method C.

Data describing can be categorized as whichever time-driven, event driven, query-driven, or a hybrid of all these methods. The 

time-driven transport method is suitable for requests that need periodic data monitoring.  

 Fault Tolerance D.

Some sensor nodes could flounder or be blocked due to lack of domination, physical damage, or environmental interference.  

 Connectivity E.

High node density in sensor webs precludes them from being completely remote from every single other. Therefore, sensor 

nodes are anticipated to be exceedingly connected.  

 Coverage F.

A given sensor’s think of the nature is manipulated in both scope and accuracy; it can merely cover a manipulated physical span 

of the environment. Hence, span coverage is additionally a vital design parameter in WSNs. 

II. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS 

Localization algorithms can be categorized in two main categories:  

 Range-Based Approaches G.

Range-based approaches are supported in distance or angle measurements, requiring the installation of precise and costly 

hardware (for e.g., directive antennas). 

In range-based approach, distance estimation is generally performed using one of the following techniques: TDoA, RSSI, ToA 

or AoA/DoA. Then, distance estimation is used to establish nodes position. Range based approaches are  called one-hop 

approaches because nodes have to be at one-hop distance from a minimum of anchor nodes. 

 The RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) Technique 1)

The RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) method is based in the attenuation of the radio signal with the amplification of 

distance (according to 1/r2, where r is the distance between the sender and the receiver). So, the receiver only has to measure 

signal attenuation to approximate the distance to the sender. This method is suitable to outdoor environments. Though, it is not 

simple to forecast radio signal behavior indoors. 

 ToA (Time of Arrival) Techniques 2)

This method measure the distance between nodes using signal propagation time. The nodes transmit a signal to their neighbours 

at a predefined pace and wait for answers. Their neighbours, send a signal back to them. Inter-node distance is calculated by 

measuring the difference between sending and receiving times (round trip approach) 

 TDoA (Time-Difference of Arrival) Techniques 3)

This method also measure the distance between nodes using signal propagation time. In this way, inter-node distance 

measurements need that nodes transmits two different signals, which travel at diverse speeds, to their neighbours[3]. Typically, 

distance is calculated based on the difference in proliferation times of radio and acoustic signals originate at the same point. 

Sender and receiver synchronize their clocks. The sender broadcasts a radio message followed by an acoustic signal (chirp). 

Every node that detects the chirp, computes the difference between both signals arrival times and, as a result, the distance. 

 Aoa (Angle of Arrival) Measurement Techniques 4)

This method makes use of the receiver antenna’s amplitude and receiver antenna’s phase response. The correctness of AoA 

measurements is narrowed by the directivity of the antenna, by the shadowing effect and by multipath reflections. 

 Range-Free Approaches H.

Range free approaches only believe connectivity information between adjacent nodes. They use unique protocols to eliminate the 

need for radio signal measurements. 

This group of algorithms is based in connectivity information, i.e., “who is inside the communication range of whom”, to 

estimation the location of nodes. The connectivity can be tested by calculating the amount of received packets. The principle of 

these algorithms is: if two nodes can converse, then the distance between them is, with huge probability, less than their highest 

transmission range. These methods do not require extra hardware, since they do not rely in any distance measurements. The 

major advantages of range-free approaches are its ease and low cost. Range-free advances can be hop-based, where inter-node 

distance is likely through the number of hops between the nodes, consider the shortest path[4]. 
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III.  RELATED WORK 

In paper [6] a target-tracking sensor network is considered and energy is improved through the prediction of target trajectory and 

decreased the sensors sampling rate and accurate target tracking is maintained as well. Through neuro dynamic programming 

problem of target tracking is resolved were described as a hierarchical Markov decision process (MDP). Simulation results 

showed the effectiveness of their algorithm against other known target tracking algorithms. In [7] proposed a methodology for  

target tracking in which the trajectory of the target's future were predicted. This activation scheme used tracking error tolerance 

to activate only a subset of nodes. The simulation of the proposed scheme is compared with the existing scheme using 

OMNet++, in terms of energy versus error tolerance graphs. The proposed scheme turned out to be better approach than the 

existing scheme. This paper [8] presented distributed multi-sensor multi-target tracking scheme for energy-efficient MTT with 

adaptive sampling. This scheme improved target tracking continuity and energy efficiency as Behavioural data were obtained 

while tracking the target , It includes tracking of target previous location which were recorded as data about data (metadata) to 

calculate the sampling interval. Simulation results shows that the proposed scheme outperforms in tracking target with much 

more accuracy and efficiency than the target scheme, even with sharp steer targets. In paper [9] specifically those sensor 

measurements were addressed which required more information about another source for location estimation such as a 

microphone mote which finds the estimated distance on the basis of knowledge of the target's acoustic power. A novel 

representation, called the Adaptive GRiD (Grid Representation of belief Distribution), was presented for such sensor 

measurements. [10] described sensor nodes to accomplish target pursuing was a challenging setback in resource-limited wireless 

sensor networks. An energy-efficient node arranging method was counseled to minimize power consumption as safeguarding the 

pursuing accuracy.  

IV.   APIT TEST 

Approximate Point-in-Triangulation Algorithm (APIT) is a non-localized iterative algorithm that uses beacon transmissions from 

anchor nodes. It employs an area-based approach to perform location estimation by isolating the environment into triangular 

regions between beaconing nodes as shown in Figure 2. A node’s presence inside or outside these triangular regions allows this 

node to narrow down the area in which it can potentially reside. By using combinations of anchor positions, the diameter of the 

estimated area in which a node resides can be reduced to provide accurate location estimates. The method utilized to slim down 

the probable span in that a node resides is shouted the point-in-triangulation (PIT) examination. In this method, a node chooses 

three anchors from all nearby anchors and examinations whether it is inside the triangle industrialized by relating these three 

anchors. APIT repeats this PIT examination alongside disparate audible anchor triplets till all combinations arc exhausted or the 

needed accuracy has been attained. 

 
Fig. 2: Location estimation by forming triangular regions. 

The PIT test is performed to determine whether a node is inside a triangle formed by three beacon nodes. As shown in figure 

2, when node S moved in the direction shown by the arrow, its distance to nodes C, D and E increase. Hence, it can be concluded 

that node S is outside the triangle CDE. However, since its distance to node A decreases, but increases for nodes C and D, it is 

inside the triangle ACD. This is referred to as point-in-triangulation (PIT) test. 

V. RESULTS 

The throughput or network throughput is the rate of successful message delivery over a communication channel. This data may 

be delivered over a physical or logical link, or pass through a certain network node. The throughput is usually measured in bits 

per second (bit/s or bps. This method is able to accurately trace-back about 400 WSN and dealt with collision in the nodes 

effectively.  
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Fig. 3: End to End Delay between nodes in seconds 

The simulation results show that total average End to End delay between nodes is around 0.065 seconds which is sufficient for 

deploying real world sensor nodes using Hop by Hop location tracking mechanisms. 

VI.   CONCLUSION 

WSN are being used in different environmental condition to perform various tasks like rescue operations, target tracking 

surveillance system. In these kinds of tasks localization in wireless sensor network is an important parameter. To generates 

reports of the origin of events , query related to sensors, routing in the network and to check the coverage of the network ,  Node 

localization is  an important task. There should be some better localization method for target tracking. This paper proposed a new 

localization mechanism that utilizes the Approximate Point in Triangulation Method. The WSN node trace-back procedure 

including all phases of the localization process calibrates the actual position of the node. RSSI based estimation acquires 

information about the spatial correlations of the mobile sensor nodes to accurately estimate the propagation position of the node. 

Algorithm has accurately trace-back about 400 WSN and dealt with collision in the nodes effectively. The simulation results 

show that Hop by Hop PIT trace-back mechanisms is feasible in WSN. 
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